CROSSWORD
No. 15,802 Set by ARTEXLEN

ACROSS
1 Dirty power tool to repair coastal structure (9,5)
10 Beam cut at near edge to make post (5)
11 Welcoming duck coop provided with protection (4-5)
12 Offering journalists front and back of issue (7)
13 Checkout assistant, perhaps, primarily serves one packing containers (7)
14 Male boring this ground is manual worker (5)
16 Vessel everyone backed to cut piracy at sea (9)
17 Beckoned single lad nervously (9)
18 A ring arrested in hustling and vice prevention (9)
19 Defeated politician (bridge player) in poker game (7)
21 I'm surprised about learner driver being magnificent (6)
22 Honest post (7)
25 Attempt articles in two languages and fail (2,5)
27 Stationery's worthless stuff, returned note with report of damage (9)
28 Prohibit aluminium for flat (5)
29 Rogue insider has to admit pinching expired items from bakery (6,8)

DOWN
2 Characters linger around to keep dry before end of deluge (9)
3 Squadron is body that's not totally complete (5)
4 Shown around lake of French region (9)
5 Signs small fish is coming to the surface (5)
6 Toiled lifting painting, a devil to shift (9)

Solution 15,801

SPARSE, COMPOSER
USE, EF, FW, L, A, O
PORCELAIN, ANTIC
POD, DRG, Y, I, K
LIP, IMPORTANCE
IL, CE, AR, R
ENAMOUR, LOUNGE
SNF, AR, F
SELFIE, TANGELO
VES, EXIT, N
ON, THE, TABLE, AFT
I, U, B, ML, L, V, OR
CANOE, PRECIPICE
E, I, A, L, R, S, E, S
DECANTER, WALRUS

JOTTER PAD